
 

 

P R I V A C Y  S T A T E M E N T  

C L E A N S E C U R E  

 

Your privacy is important to us. This privacy statement explains what information CleanSecure collects from you and how we use that 

information. References to CleanSecure products in this declaration applies to services, websites and app from CleanSecure. 

CleanSecure aims to minimize the storage of personal data.  

 
Website CleanSecure: 
On our website, cookies are used to: 
- Functionalities of the website, and offer and to protect the website (technical or functional cookies) 
- To analyze the use of the website and to improve the website (analytical cookies) 
-             WordPress cookies, storage period up to 1 year. We have a process agreement WordPress cannot use your personal data. 
-  Google Analytics cookies, storage period up to 1 year. We have a process agreement;  
              Google that cannot use your personal data. 
 
MailChimp 
We use the Mailchimp platform to send newsletters. At the time you sign up for the newsletter, your e-mail address is automatically 
saved in the appropriate list in Mailchimp. With Mailchimp we have a process agreement in place securing that they are not allowed to 
use your email address for other purposes than to send our newsletters. 
 
App CleanSecure: 

Cleaning recordings in the CleanSecure app are stored locally at your device and are not available for CleanSecure; so we do not keep 

track on your cleanings-activities. When creating an account in the app, an email address requested. This email is stored and used for 

resetting passwords, identification of the account, identifying your friend in order to gain points on their reviews and to send price 

information and game actions. These mail addresses are not used for any other activities. In the app account the user can give reviews of 

cleaning stations, invite friends and participants at cleaning stations. 

 

CleanMonitor: 

In the CleanMonitor a first and last name can optionally be entered at a company account. This may also be a ' nickname '. It is also 

possible to save a phone number and email for the purpose of receiving active notifications. This is optional and not necessary for the 

operation of the other services. 

In the CleanMonitor a camera collects (process camera images) images which are made available to the parties linked to that specific 

cleaning for identification of the loading unit or specific cleaning act. Cameras have no intention of capturing personal data or faces.  

In case if people are on camera these facials are not linked to individuals. The used cameras meet the highly secure standards and are not 

directly connected to the public internet. 

Data: 

Data is stored at a data center which meets the highest European safety standards (ISO/IEC 27001 and NEN 7510 ) and is compliant with 

the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) legislation.  

Saved process data at the CleanSecure Monitor is not traceable to individuals.  

CleanSecure buys nor sells personal data from any third party for commercial activities. 

We do store name and contact data for our regular business administration and sales activities.  

If you have any questions about our privacy statement, please contact us via the following e-mail address info@cleansecure.com. 

 

Or use the contact form on our website www.cleansecure.com. 
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